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PMC contacts

President: Clive Osborne
Tel: 01733 560303
president@peterboroughmc.co.uk
Chairman: Pete Machin
chairman@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Treasurer: Tony Hawkes
treasurer@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Events co-ordinator: Colin Edwards
Tel: 07968 235157
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Website editor: Kevin Trickey/Val Taylor
Tel: 01733 361650
webmaster@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Cottage bookings: Robin Phillips
Tel: 01248 811203
gweledfa@hotmail.com

www.peterboroughclimbingwall.co.uk

New members secretary: Nick Livesey
Tel: 07954 277665
newmembers@peterboroughmc.co.uk

www.peterboroughmc.co.uk

Secretary: Christelle Tarchalski
Tel: 07849 778636
secretary@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Many thanks to all our
contributors this issue. We
would love to receive your
articles and pictures for
the next issue – but you
don’t have to write a whole
article, you can also just
send us your ramblings, letters, news, best photos,
“Can’t-live-without” gear
reviews, or tell us about
your favourite walks /
scrambles / routes / MTB
areas! We can even advertise items
wanted/for sale...

The next deadline is:
*31st January*
– so e-mail them to us:
publisher@
peterboroughmc.co.uk

Please note: e-mail address and the web address
are now “.co.uk” instead of “.org.uk”

Produced by
Jenna Maryniak
Tel: 07876 564117
publisher@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Thanks to Pete Machin for his help in
producing this issue!

Sponsored by Precision Outdoors, Stamford.
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(N.B. Text should ideally be
sent as Word documents and
pictures should be high resolution jpgs – send them at
their original size and make
sure your camera is set to
high quality, so we can print
them big!)
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Members get discounts at the wall, local outdoor stores, our Welsh cottage; events,
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About the Peterborough
Mountaineering Club
The PMC is a friendly, successful
club with around 200 members
of all ages. We hold regular trips
to the Peak District, Wales, Lake
District and Scottish Highlands
to walk, climb and mountain
bike.
Each year we also organise
many club events, including trips
to the Alps, sunny Spain and
France, plus training sessions,
courses, socials, master classes,
etc. (you get the picture).
The club owns a luxurious hut
in Snowdonia (hot showers/fitted kitchen/drying room,
sleeping upto 30 people) and
the climbing wall in
Peterborough. The wall is open
7pm – 10pm weekdays, 1pm –
9pm weekends and is at the
Sports Club (and bar) beside
Edith Cavell Hospital (Club
nights – Tuesday).
Non-members are very welcome to join us at most events
and you are welcome to use the
climbing wall at any time.

Membership benefits:

• Save at the climbing wall (£4 members;
£5 nonNOT
RENEWED
members);
YOUR
• 10% discount on accommodation
MEMBERSHIP
at the club’s Snowdonia cottage
YET?
DO IT
in North Wales;
NOW!
• Third-party BMC mountaineering
insurance for up to £2 million;
• 10% discount at climbing shops
across the UK;
• Trips to the Lakes, Peaks, Scotland, Alps, Spain, Italy,
Fontainebleau.
• Training and expedition grants to subsidise your personal
mountaineering development;
• Take In! magazine – every quarter;
• Annual magazine from BMC entitled – Summit;
• Membership of the club bar and use of changing rooms at
the climbing wall;
• Opportunity to meet like-minded and adventurous people;
• Social calendar of training courses, events, dinners,
bouldering competitions and BBQs, etc.;
• Library of books, maps, videos, etc.
• Equipment library of helmets, harnesses, ice axes,
crampons, boots, rucksacks, cagoules, etc.;
• A source of walking an climbing partners.

The PMC half-owns the
Peterborough Wall and
the lovely Gefnan
cottage in Bethesda,
Snowdonia.
PMC members are
entitled to huge
discounts!
4

Cottage fees:
Member: £5
Child: £2
Guest: £10
Guest child: £3

Camping:
Member £2.50
Guest: £5
Child: £1.50
The PMC cottage in Snowdonia
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From the Editor

Bienvenue! And a very
warm welcome to this
Christelle
Winter Edition of TakeIn! We hope that you
had some great holidays and got lots of
outdoor routes of all
kinds in.
This edition is rich in
adventures from the four corners of Europe,
going from Lincolnshire with some scrambles
to the Alps, on the footsteps of Edward
Whimper and many more!
As you may have seen, our new PMC website
is up and running!! There are lots of new features such as a gallery for pictures and a forum,
where talk about trips to come, events, sell
stuffs or buy stuffs, etc. This great website was
put together by Jac Rowlands! A big thanks to
Jac for all his efforts!! That is brilliant!!
I wish you a happy reading, a happy 2010 and
we hope to hear from you!!
Have fun!!
– Christelle

Money off
Rock Blok provide
More
some fantastic
discounts for
discounts to PMC
members, including:
members!
* 20% off Rock Blok
activities & cycle hire.
* 10% off bikes and frames in Rutland Cycling;
* 15% off Rock Blok climbing gear & clothing
Terry Wrights Cycles in Deeping St James are
also supporting the PMC and will be giving
members:
* 10% off in the shop.

The official magazine of the
Peterborough Mountaineering
Club (PMC).
Printed by:
90 Peterborough Road, Farcet,
Peterborough PE7 3BN. Tel: 01733
562372. www.kengirvan.co.uk
If you don’t
keep your copies of
Take In for-ever and
ever, make sure you
recycle them!
See contact details on page 2.

Now 15% off for
members at Precision

Precision Outdoors in
Stamford are now
offering PMC members a 15% discount on all items in the shop.
Precision stocks a wide range of outdoor
gear – including Mountain Equipment, North
Face and Haglof. They also stock and are able
to supply most leading climbing brands
(which are not currently in the shop) from
their wholesale business.
Just show your membership card and claim
your discount.
Precision Outdoors can be found almost
opposite Marks and Spencers Food store in
Stamford. Call 01780 757818 for more info.
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News from the PMC AGM
Election of Officers

Chairman: Peter Machin.
Treasurer: Tony Hawkes.
Secretary: Christelle
Tarchalski.
New Members: Nick Livesey.
Events Secretary: Colin
Edwards.
Committee member: Miles
Goff.
Climbing wall trustee: Jack
Rowlands.
NML Guarantor: Peter Lane.
Clive Osborne appointed as
Child Protection Officer.

Membership fees

Membership fees will stay the
same as last year £27.50 single, £40 family.

Dedicated club night at
the wall for 2010

A trial run of a ‘Club Night’
will be run every Tuesday at

the wall for three months
commencing January 1st. The
committee to decide and
arrange activities. Check the
website and notice boards for
details of special events.

Duty supervisors

Free PMC memberships for
Duty Supervisors reviewed as
this is a high cost to the club.
Options to be discussed that
present lower cost to the
club and provide substantial
incentive for the volunteer
supervisors.

Cottage fees

Cottage fees have gone up to
fund maintenance and to
cover rising running costs.
Some concerns are raised
about the guest rate being
rather high. If we all use the
cottage more and become

Other PMC news
in brief
 The main lakeside car park in Llanberis is now
Pay and Display. Be warned I have seen the traffic
warden issuing PCNs.

more efficient with electricity
and water while we are
there, make sure the water
heaters and lights are
switched off when we leave,
it will help NML significantly
and they should be able to
pass that support back to the
members.

Take In!

Take In! magazine is brilliant,
but needs more articles to
dilute the ‘Livesey-Machin
show’ and provide better representation of your club.
More sponsorship to be
sought, but the PMC will
reach deeper into its pockets
to maintain the current standards of newsletter should no
further sponsorship arrive.
Well done Jenna, you are
doing a fantastic job.

Good lu ck G r een ies !

Mat and Sam Green have packed up there
things and moved to Cornwall. Missing you
both already; all the best for your new
home. Don’t eat too many pasties.

 When visiting the cottage, please remember
the 1st weekend of every month is WMCs weekend. It is best stay away and leave them in piece. If
you really must go, give Ian Smith a call to check
that it is OK. My advice would be to go on another
weekend. The 3rd weekend is exclusive to PMC, so
why not make the trip then.
6
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Mat and Sam
in Cornwall

Climbing Wall

New PMC website!

The Peterborough Climbing Wall now
has a lovely website. Check it out at
www.peterboroughclimbingwall.co.uk
Wall prices are now as follows:
PMC members – £4
Non-members – £5
14-18s – £3
Under 14s – £1.50

Six-month season tickets:

PMC members – £75
Non-members – £100

12-month season tickets:

PMC members – £135
Non-members – £180
The Wall is run by PMC members. Ask at the
wall about becoming a wall supervisor if you
want to save loadsa money!

Thanks to Jac Rowlands we now have an amazing new website. The new website has lots of
new features, including:
* Different forums, so you can discuss different topics or create your own topics.
* The gallery, as well as allowing you to post
your photos, also features the ability to post
comments on the photos (please keep comments clean).
* If you have any suggestions about things
you would like to see on the new site there is
a section within the forum which allows you to
post your ideas.
* The events section also features the ability
to post comments, so you can organise lifts etc!

Open:

Pics: Jac Rowlands

Monday to Friday: 19:00 - 22:00
Saturday & Sunday: 13:00 - 21:00

New resident instructor at the Wall...
As you know it has been my
intention to sell my half of the
Climbing Wall and retire but
that I have been prevented
from doing so by the uncertainty of the wall’s future.
Malcolm Flatt is retiring from
BT at the end of 2009 and he
suggested to me that he takes
over all my instruction business. We have negotiated a deal
and from the new year
Malcolm will be the resident
instructor and I will retire.
Malcolm will do all the
Lessons, Tasters, Birthday
Parties, School groups Scout
groups etc etc. He will also do

all the 50% of Wall Duties that
I currently do. Not much will
change except that where you
used to see my face you will
see Malcolm’s face.
I will remain as owner of 50%
of the wall in Partnership with
the PMC and will retain my
50% votes on the PCW committee. I will attend the committee meetings as usual.
Malcolm is very willing to
remain as a Trustee and as Wall
Treasurer having done it for 15
years he can do it in his sleep.
I think this change will be
good; not only for Malcolm and
me but also good for the wall.

Malcolm will bring a fresh
approach to the way things are
run. He will make some
changes in working practices
and the wall will evolve. It will
be Evolution and not
Revolution as some of you
feared when you thought I
might sell to Mega Walls
Incorporated.
I trust you will all support
Malcolm in the same way you
supported me over the last 15
years.
Thanks to all of you and
Good Luck to Malcolm.
– Clive
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Scrambles amongst the
Lincolshire Wolds ... In the
footsteps of Edward
Whymper

Steve Fletcher provides a snippet of PMC history and lets us in a surprising
local secret
I joined the PMC in 1964 and in all that time, I
have never written anything for the news letters so this is a description of what we used to
do. If you want stories of hard climbs, stop
here because I didn’t do any. There are no
photo’s here. I took lots but in those days we
used slides and they are all in storage as we
have moved from a 4 bedroomed house to a
Cornish granite cottage - come to think of it,
most of what we owned has been downsized
or stored! I have written this from memory so
8

I hope the details are correct if you try to visit
them
In 1865, after Whymper’s successful attempt
on the Matterhorn, the notorious accident
occurred which took four of the party to their
deaths. They were Douglas Hadow, Michel
Croz, Lord Francis Douglas and Charles
Hudson. Whymper, and the Old and Young
Peter Taugwalders survived. The party were
descending not far from the summit all roped
together. When the inexperienced Hadow
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slipped, knocked into Croz and dislodged
Hudson and Douglas, it threatened to bring
the whole party crashing down the face but
Whymper and Old Peter managed to hang on
to the rock and momentarily arrested the fall
of the others. However, the rope between Old
Peter and Douglas broke and whilst Whymper
and the Taugwalders were left clinging to the
rock petrified with shock, the rest of the party
were lost. Whymper himself says that the rope
that broke should never have been used as it
was old and only intended for use if they had
to leave ropes behind. If you look in
Whymper’s “Scrambles Amongst the Alps”
there is a picture of the rope in question and it
is very reminiscent of sash window cord (for
those who can remember that). The controversy that arose from the accident resulted in an
inquiry (probably because those killed included
a Lord, a Mountain Guide and one of the best
known climbers of his day)
Charles Hudson
was considered as one
of the most accomplished amateur
climbers of “the golden days of alpinism”
with a number of
guide-less first accents
to his credit. After the
accident, his body was
retrieved from the
Matterhorn glacier and was buried in the
Zermatt churchyard. Hudson was one of the
breed of Victorian Anglican Clergy who could
obviously spend considerable time pursuing
their own interests. At the time of his death he
was the vicar of a small parish church in the
village of Skillington in Lincolnshire.
In 1966, before I went off to University, the
PMC was going through a bad patch with few
attending Welsh meets and the Friday night
walk and pub trip around Peterborough having
tailed off. A group of four of us took to doing
more lengthy walks on a Sunday . We were

Alter window
(above) and left:
the guest book
showing entries
from members of
the PMC – including the aurthor’s –
in 1966!

Nobby Clark, Fred Rose - both no longer alive,
Ian Lewis and myself. We visited several
wartime airfields, Snettisham beach, and just
generally walked.
Nobby had many interests one of which was
visiting churches. Whilst roaming around the
area on his work, he often called in and had an
encyclopedic knowledge of local ecclesiastical
buildings. Nobby suggested that Skillington was
worth a visit, so we called in after walking
round Stoke Rochford and Colsterworth
Church (Newton of gravity and falling apple
fame lived there and carved a sundial under his
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We agreed that we would put the visitors
pew where he sat as a choir boy - I have no
book in the church, have a walk around
idea how Nobby found this).
Skillington, dine al fresco, and then attend evenI cannot remember much about Skillington
Church but there are three tributes to Charles song.
The weather was changeable!. We put the
Hudson worth seeing. Firstly, there is a window
which, from memory, has biblical scenes related book in the church and bumped into the verger. We had not wanted any fuss and just said
to mountains. This was obviously paid for by
we were members of the
donations because, secondly,
“PMC” and had given a visitors
there is a brass plaque under
book to them. Our walk was
the window giving the names
interesting in that the rain was
of those who donated. I always
bouncing about a metre above
thought it would be good to
the road (actually it was three
find out who these people
feet in those days). We were
were but research pre the
soaked through and, not having
internet was not as easy as it
thought through things propis now, so I never got round to
erly, realised that we had a
it. Lastly, there is another
couple of hours until the servstained glass window near the
ice started. We dined near
altar. It shows a view of what
Skillington. It had been dark
is obviously the Matterhorn.
for an hour but had stopped
The visits to Skillington
raining. We stood around
became something of a pilNobby’s car (no-one could
grimage and we went there
face sitting in a car with wet
frequently. I also went there
trousers), eating off the bonon my own (taken by my parnet, drinking wine and eating
ents).
the chicken legs, illuminated at
On one of our trips, Nobby
Hudson window.
regular intervals by headlight as
suggested that it would be good
surprised folk drove past.
for us to present a visitors book to the church
Eventually, we decided we would go to the
and I (via my father) agreed to get one, the
church regardless of how long we would have
cost of which, we divided amongst ourselves.
to wait. We arrived to find the the stove had
By now, our Sunday walks had themselves
been lit. It was identical to the old pot bellied
taken on something of biblical proportions.
This was the era when Supermarkets were few stove that used to be in the barn. By a bit of
judicious stoking and venting, we managed to
and far between. The old Deacons School was
still standing where Queensgate is now and the get the stove red hot. (In 1971-1973, I was
working in Shropshire and it was always my job
big store on the river was called Brierleys and
to get to the cottage early and get the stove
sold lots of things very cheap (for those who
there red hot before the Peterborough continclimb in Cornwall, try Trago Mills at Falmouth
gent arrived “post Goat”)
or Liskeard - they are very like Brierleys used
You now have to picture the scene at the
to be). What supermarkets there were, didn’t
church, we were soaking wet, standing round a
sell much wine - largely because no one drank
red hot stove and steaming quite well. We had
it. We on the other hand did. Our walks were
been totally unable to make the lights work so
always accompanied by wine, chicken legs,
olives etc - sandwiches were no where in sight. were in total darkness. At this point the verger
10
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came back, switched the lights on to find us
standing there. He had nerves of steel because
only a slight facial tic betrayed his shock. We
had a chat and he left about his business.
Where to sit in church is fraught with danger.
Although the lord of the manor no longer has
his own box pew, most other regular congregation members very much have theirs. We
elicited from the verger the places where we
would annoy the fewest people and sat down,
filling one complete bench, The first people to
arrive looked at us ( possibly as ne’re do wells)
and they sat down. Then the next and then the
next. Unbelievably, the church was filling up.
Everyone was in their posh frocks and we
were the oddities. In our rough clothes, muddy
shoes and still steaming we were the elephants
in the room. There must have been over 150
people there and we could not understand
why.
The vicar stood up and welcomed the Bishop
of Grantham to conduct the service (hence
the huge attendance). The service proceeded
and then the Bishop stood up and gave the
sermon. He finished by saying “and we have
been presented with a splendid new visitors
book by the Peterborough Mountaineering
Club, four of whose members are here
tonight”. The Bishop beamed at us and 150
people in the church looked round. We wanted
to disappear - so much for our low key gift.
Our regular pilgrimages to Skillington continued and we always looked though the book.
Many people visited the church because of
Charles Hudson - even one of his relatives
who came over from New Zealand just to visit
the church. It was on one of these return visits
that we looked more closely at the window.
Entwined around the main window is a rope, It
is portrayed as a sash cord type rope and
there is a break in it! Looking closely at the
altar window, the same rope is there with a
break in it. Is this the last castigation of
Whymper for using an incorrect rope and is it
still a suggestion that he was to blame for the

loss of the chaplain of the church.
Shortly after this. I went to University and
have never lived in Peterborough since. I have
remained a member of the PMC meeting with
other old lags mainly at Clive’s cottage. I
always said I would go back to Skillington but
never managed it. It was always on my list of
thing to do before I retired from the
Environment Agency in Solihull but, in the
event, they offered me enhanced terms to go
early and gave me five days notice!. I now live
near Lands End in Cornwall so the possibility
of a return to Skillington is very far away.
However for you it is very easy. Give it a try
and see some alpine mountaineering history
only 30 miles from Peterborough.

Nick on the organ

Accompanying photos by Pete Machin and
Nick Livesey
My first reaction to Stephen Fletcher’s article
was that it was quite increbile It had me
reaching for the camera, collecting Nick
Livesey and heading to Skillington to take
some photos and see it for myself.
Thank you, Steve for sharing with us those
adventures you had some 40 years ago –
Pete Machin
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Other lives...
New president of the PMC committee,
Pete Machin, tells us a bit
about himself

Pete, Alpine styleee
12
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Where did you grow up?

I was born in Stamford
(Lincolnshire, not the other one
in Connecticut) and grew up in
the village of Witham On The
Hill. My father was the Head
Groundsman at the Preparatory
School and we lived within the
school grounds. This gave me a
very active and outdoor lifestyle.

Learning Crevasse rescue,
Pete pulling.

Tell us about your childhood?

Hmm, starting to feel like I’m
on Fraud’s couch. Well I climbed
trees, got stuck in trees, ran around a lot and
fell off my bike, built go-carts, crashed and
broke the go-cart and chopped lots of wood
with a large axe for our open fire.

When did you discover climbing?

That’s not easy to answer in a short paragraph.
I enjoyed a bit of hill walking with my Dad in
my younger years. When I went to Stamford
college, I joined their Outdoor activity group.
We dabbled in some caving and a bit of climbing, but it was mostly walking. We did the
Yorkshire 3 peaks and the Welsh 3000s (while I
was 16), but I hadn’t
discovered climbing.
I remember watching
climbers at Malham
and Kilnsey when on
camping holidays to
the Yorkshire dales
with my parents, ooh
I must have been 6
or 7 and I think it
may have seeded
something that only
germinated a few years ago. I was on holiday
in France with my Wife (now Ex-wife) and we
took the teleferique up to the Aiguilles du
Midi. From there, I saw a silhouetted train of 4
alpinists roped together crossing the valley

Blanche. Something ignited inside me; I wanted
to do what they do. It took a couple of years,
a divorce and an Alpine mountaineering course
to make that possible. That is when I discovered the PMC and discovered climbing. I
should note here that I do not consider myself
a climber. Climbing is a discipline that I enjoy
to practice, but it is a discipline which enables
me to discover more of the mountains.

What is your favourite mountain?

I don’t think I know them well enough to discriminate. Snowdon is rather grand, and I have
had some fantastic
days on Castor
Wild camp Snowdonia
1992
(Italian-Swiss border)
and the Wellenkuppe
(Switzerland).

Ok, favourite
route?

Outside Edge route
(Cwm Silyn, Wales)
wins for pure satisfaction, but Central
Groove (Dewerstone, Devon) has it for instant
gratification.

You said you have an Ex-wife, are you
single?
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No, I have been going
out with Brenda for
about 5 years.
Hot and sweaty and with
bad helmet hair

Does she climb?

She does a bit. She has
a huge fear of heights,
but is willing to have a
go. She prefers a good
long walk which suits
me just fine.

How does she feel
about you climbing?

I think my rockfall incident in the Alps gave
her a rather sudden
realisation about the
dangers we face with
our Climbing and
Alpinism. The naivety
has been replaced by
some apprehension, but she encourages me to
go. It can’t be easy being left at home in
Purgatory wondering if something will go
wrong. It is quite a selfish thing we do after all.
Perhaps though, she just wants me out of her
hair for a while. I should check to see how

Moving together on a
glacier
14

well she has me insured.

What is your job?

I am an Engineer. My company makes scientific
instrumentation for extracting DNA from cells,
then processes and analyses it. It is my job to
keep the kit working
which for a sin or 2
in my youth; I cover
an area from
Aberdeen to
Penzance. For the
more recent sin of
being ‘the expert’ I
provide support to
Europe, Russia, The
Middle East and
Africa. Half of my
customers are in
Medical Diagnostics,
the other half are
Geeky scientists in
research.
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thing). There is sometimes a perverse twist to
my itinerary, for instance I may suggest
Not at all. I have never been busier. Research
Ordinary Route on Idwal slabs, but walk in
scientists have lost most of their funding, so
from the cottage.
they are quiet. Diagnostics is a different story.
Chlamydia is becoming more
Finally, how did you
and more popular with ever
Pete up the pole on Holy Island
get involved with the
increasing awareness camPMC committee?
paigns (so more people are
getting tested) and swine flu
A few years ago, I grew
has been a colossal boom to
annoyed about the lack of
business.
events, so I became
Events Secretary. I
Do you have a Favourite
resigned after just a year
virus?
in the post; there were a
number of circumstances,
Cyto-megalo-virus. I mean
but changes to my job
what a cool name. Shame
forced my retirement.
that is all it has going for it.
Recently I became conWhat is your climbing
cerned the club was
ambition?
heading downhill again
Well, the Matterhorn is a
and mentioned this to
growing interest. Rob
Clive. He brought myself
Pontefract pointed out the
and Mat Green back to
Zmutt ridge to be a few
the committee in a
years back. At first, I didn’t
strategic move to fortify
like the look of it, but the
the committee and to
idea is growing on me.
help build up this great
Closer to home; I’d like to
climb all of Colin Kirkus’
club. When Mat moved
VS’s and I fancy a go at some long distant
to Cornwall and retired as Chair, he suggestwalks (Coast to Coast, Hadrian’s Wall type of
ed I took on the role, so here I am.

Are you hit by the recession?

Peterborough Climbing
Wall bouldering comp
Start: 28th February - 18:00 - 21.00
Time to get in training for our 15th annual Peterborough Climbing Wall Bouldering
Competition. 30 or so problems to have a go at.
CATEGORIES: open, up to 5c, Veterans, Ladies and Juniors. Lots of prizes on offer to
the winners and runners up. Any one who would like to help set routes please let
Clive, Malcolm, Colin know.
Take In! – The Peterborough Mountaineering Club Magazine
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Long, lonely climbs –
a return to Graianog
Nick Livesey is back in his beloved Welsh mountains
It was a year almost to the day when last I
found myself in lonely Cwm Graianog on the
eastern flank of Carnedd y Filiast. In the company of Nobz and Juggs I had climbed Left Edge
and over the course of the day I became a fervent enthusiast of this neglected mountain
sanctuary. Its neglect is no tragedy; On the contrary, it provides a haven of tranquillity for the
lover of solitude in a valley that swarms year
round with rock polishers. A stiff walk in allied
with a grim reputation repels all but those in
the know and connoisseurs in search of adventurous days in glorious isolation. Here, one will
discover the longest climbs in Wales. In some
parts the rock is as perfect as you will find anywhere, in others it is vegetated and not beyond
suspicion but in Cwm
Graianog, nowhere
will you come across
a polished hold or
worn gear placement.
Furthermore, vigilance
is required if adequate
protection is to be
found at all.
The centrepiece
of the Cwm is the
massive Atlantic Slab, allow me to quote the
guide book…”This is a vast expanse almost too
large to comprehend; it is waved with a gentle
undulation, and the run-outs are so long that
you can suffer from loneliness when trying to
find a way”. Indeed, those who think that long
welsh slab climbs reach their zenith in Cwm
Idwal have a gap in their education. The Atlantic
Slab will play its part in filling that gap. But for
now, that is enough talk of the main course; let
16

Peter Lane soloing
below the Red Slab

The Atlantic Slab

us first consider an
aperitif to whet the
appetite…The Red
Slab.
The sun was shining and as far as
October days go it
was nothing short of perfect. Big Peter Lane
and I were keen to make the most of it and
from a distance the Red Slab looked just the
thing for a warm up route or two. In its particular setting it looks rather insignificant but on
closer inspection we found it to be much larger
than we had at first thought. 300ft of perfect,
smooth rock set at an amenable angle and
blessed with friction such as to make gritstone
feel like slate. Peter, a slab aficionado was might-
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ily impressed and thanked me for saving him
from a choss bothering exercise on Creigiau‘r
Dena.
First we tackled the imaginatively named
Route 1 which was a delightful 240ft Vdiff and a
fantastic introduction to the crag. Next up was
Central Route, a 280ft severe which proved just
a little too spicy for me to lead. I had padded
up about 70ft of the first pitch until the lack of
protection became too much for me. I down
climbed and sent Peter up to the first stance
where shortly thereafter I joined him. The second pitch elicited excited whoops from my
usually taciturn partner and upon following him
up it was clear to see why. It had been a bold
lead by the big man; the climbing being very
easy but the run-out sections were completely
blank and required total faith in friction. We
both agreed that it was a marvellous little route
and Peter vowed to return again one day to
introduce others to its delights.
On a day such as this many climbers would
have had their lunch and then continued to
squeeze as much out of the Red Slab as possible; however, I am no cragrat and had my eye
on bigger things, knowing that I wouldn’t be
entirely satisfied until I was at the top of the
mountain. With that in mind we traversed
unstable boulders and scree to the foot of
Atlantic Slab and our route to the top, ‘The
Ridge’.
Graded moderate/difficult it is an easy
climb but a long one giving 1000ft of continuous climbing. The time was 2.45 and to pitch it
Peter enjoying the superb view
from the Red Slab

Peter Lane on 'The Ridge'

would be a protracted affair taking many hours.
The only sensible option would be to dispense
with the rope and climb solo which we did
without encountering any difficulties. It was an
absorbing climb with entertaining arêtes, airy
hand traverses and rough textured slabs. It was
not until nearing the top that I realised how
outrageous our position had become. Above us
two walkers spent a few minutes watching, the
first people we had seen since leaving the car. I
paused to take in my surroundings and felt very
small indeed. 2500 feet below was the road, to
our left the Atlantic Slab was seen in true perspective, above and so very close was the safe
vantage point from where we were being
observed. A magnificent situation but all good
things must come to an end and ten minutes
later we were sat on the lip of the
cwm knowing all too well that we
had experienced a special day in a
special place, it was four O’clock.
With not a little smugness we
walked down to the car where our
weary bodies enjoyed the rush of
well earned endorphins. Follow our
example and visit Cwm Graianog,
the unfashionable venue for unfashionable mountaineers.
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Les Ecrins 2009
Malcolm Flatt

Having just returned from a great trip to
Northern Ireland, two weeks previously, Daniel
& myself along with Miles are off to the Alps.
Our plans are to start in the Ecrins then move
on elsewhere for some larger peaks. For various reasons we spent the whole trip in the
Ecrins region, climbing two peaks plus a bit of
sport climbing on the rest days.
After a long drive we arrive at Alfroide.
Alfroide is a massive woodland campsite at
1500m, with a few shops etc. The first peak we
plan to climb is Mont Pelvoux at 3493m. This
starts with a 3 hour 1200m slog from the
campsite up to the Pelvoux hut at 2700m.
There are two possible routes of ascent from
here the Coolidge Coulour or the Rocher
Rouge. As it is July and still early in the season
we, along with everyone else opts for the
18

couloir.
The next morning it is the customary 3am
alpine start. The route starts off up rocky
moraine then traverses across to the bottom
of the couloir. We start the ascent of the
couloir which continues to steepen. The
couloir is very like a typical Scottish grade 1
gully, except it is much longer, and at altitude; a
very hard route for the first of the season.
After about 200m of ascent Miles decides to
turn back as he is having problems. Daniel and
I continue up the gully which steepens and
narrows at the top. Eventually we reach the
top of the gully. The final ascent to summit
from here is relatively easy and we are soon
on the summit. There is an option to descend
by another route which a lot of people take.
We had decided to descend by the same
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route, which was good as we needed to meet
up with Miles at the hut. In descent the gully is
quite technical on the steeper parts, and
requires a front point technique which is quite
tiring. We are soon back at the hut and meet
up with Miles for lunch. We then have the long
descent back to the
campsite. By the time we
are back at the campsite
we have completed
1200m of ascent and
2400m of descent on the
day so the legs and feet
are getting weary.
Due to some inaccurate
weather forecasts, or was
it just laziness we spend
four days not doing much
apart from a bit of sport climbing, and a lot of
sleeping. Our tent is full of technology, laptop,
mobile phone etc, but we still can’t get an
accurate forecast. We decide we ought to
climb another peak before we have to go
home. We set out sites on Montagne des

Agneaux at 3664m. Although smaller than our
previous peak it is more technical and has
complex route finding. The ascent to the hut is
easier. The first 300m is done in the car to
the car park at the end of the valley. It is then
700m of ascent on foot to the Glacier Blanc
hut. From the hut there
is a great view of Mont
Pelvoux which looked
really impressive. The
next morning was the
normal 3am start leaving
the hut at about 4am. The
route was complex, we
first ascended too the
glacier. The route then
ascends the glacier to the
ridge. We then had to
cross the ridge to the glacier on the other
side. The route then ascends more glacier to
the bottom of a chimney. The route then
climbs the chimney to the ridge, and then follows the ridge to the summit. With a complex
route like this we were keen not to be out in
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front, so we started of fairly steady. After
about an hour dawn had broke and we were
high on the glacier. The party in front then
decided to take a long break, and eventually
we had no choice but to take the lead. At the
top of the glacier I led up a rocky gully, which
looked like a good natural line. It proved to be
steep and loose. I got the normal verbal abuse
from Miles for kicking rocks down on him. We
then saw the other party overtaking us, on a
much easier line to the left. We then followed
their line to the glacier on the other side of
the ridge. We then started ascending the glacier, and passed the other group. We got to
the chimney which had a rope left in situ, making it fairly easy.
On the ridge the route did not look obvious.
The guide suggested to the right but that
looked steep and blank. There did look like an
option to the left, but we were not sure. We
20

waited and let the other party overtake. They
took the rout to the right which was much
juggier than it seemed. We followed, and then
up to the top. Most of the rest of the route
was fairly easy apart from one tricky moment.
After the usual photos and food on the top
we started the descent. The steep part on the
ridge and the chimney were both abseil
descents, and with parties going both ways
there was a bit of wait. Eventually we were
back on the glacier. The rest of the descent to
the hut was fairly was easy as we knew exactly
were to go. We had lunch at the hut and
descended to the car. We had more refreshments in the valley. It was now 4pm on
Saturday, we are 800 miles from home and we
all have to be at work first thing Monday
morning. Miles and I then began a long drive.
At 1am we eventually pull in to an F1 at
Troyes. A bit of a long day!
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Devonshire delights...

Peter Machin, May Anderson and Matt Shrubb have a great weekend in Devon,
but didn’t get their fish and chips
I battled through the worst Friday night M5
traffic jam in the history of evil traffic jams and
arrived at Beara farm campsite near
Buckfastleigh just in time to pitch the tent in
the last of the usable light. Matt and May had
dispensed with the idea of camping (as the
numbers for this meet were rather thin) and
instead were installed at May’s parent’s house
in Newton Abbott. A kind invitation was
extended to me to join them at May’s parent’s,
but I chose to decline; my camping kit was all
loaded in the car and I was in a worse than
usual mood for any company.
Little did I know, as I drifted into a warm
slumber, what fantastic reward for tolerating a
couple of hours of caravan induced traffic jam I
would receive.
Saturday dawned, and Matt (armed with tide
tables) arrived at the campsite with May to
collect me for a day on the Devon sea cliffs. I
was already in a particularly good mood.
There is something about camping that eases
away stress, tension and frustration very effectively.
We started with a couple of Vdiff warm ups
in Meadfoot quarry, right on the coast near
Torquay. Matt selected Mayday as his lead.
Whilst being technically non-challenging, the
protection was almost non existent, but then
Matt does like his leads to be rather bold. My
choice of lead, Central Slabs was a stark contrast. There was an abundance of protection,
but gave me something to think about from a
technical point of view.
With a couple of climbs behind us, we walked
down the path to the boulder strewn beach
below to have a closer look at the Plimsole
line traverse and some of the routes that start

Pete on Plimsol
line traverse

from it. The Plimsole Line is 100metres of
HVdiff traversing a few metres above the high
tide line. For those of you who haven’t
climbed with me or haven’t read my ramblings;
I don’t like traverses, I consider Limestone to
be petrified seminal fluid of Satan and I am new
to the sea cliff lark. So this venture was purely
for a look to see if the climbs were worth a
shot and I felt very hesitant about setting foot
on the rock. The descent path was so awful
that before I was half way down, I was insisting,
no matter what we found on that cliff that the
path back to the top was NOT an option. It
was steep, slippery and half overgrown by the
prickliest and most evil gorse in the history of
evil prickly gorse.
Once on the boulder strew beach, I suggested we roped up to move together on the traverse. Moving together is the most intimate
style of climbing. It is imperative for the team
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form a wall, the angle of the climbing fell back
that a strong, mutual trust exists as a mistake
significantly. Unfortunately, the easier angled
by one can have serious consequences for all.
wall was home to increasingly more crumbly
Without question, I trusted Matt and May.
rock. Anticipating that I might not get another
They are physically fit, strong and more imporchance to look around, I paused for a moment
tantly, mentally in control. I jokingly requested
that nobody fell and we climbed on in synchro- to enjoy the position I was in. The sea lapped
at the rock some 40 metres below, Torbay
nised movements. It never fails to astound me
stretched our behind me with millions of tiny
how all engrossing the act of climbing is. My
specs of sunlight dancing and glistening off the
attention was kept so firmly on the climb and
sea. There was a slight hint of poorer weather
my team that the slap and gurgle of the waves
further out to sea.
rolling just below us was only noticeable as I
About ten metres above me, I could see the
stopped to place protection.
tree belay. I started off again with a greatly
At about 30metres along the traverse, we
came to a large ledge and the first of the slant- modified technique so to cope with the loose
rock. All of the holds moved around dangering cracks called Prime Time, which would take
ously in my hands and with all hope of protecus back to the cliff top. I made myself safe and
tion completely dried
belayed Matt and May
Matt dealing with the loose rock
up until the tree, each
on an Italian Hitch;
move held more than
they wore beaming
my full quota of attensmiles on their faces
tion.
and expressed verbal
My last protection
extolments of delight.
was getting further
With all three of us
away; I was struggling
safe on the ledge,
not to think about the
Matt kindly offered
consequences of testthe lead to me. I
ing its’ eminence. The
wasn’t going to give
tree belay couldn’t
him time to rescind
come sooner, however
his magnanimous
it arrived with some
offer.
disappointment. The
The route took a
steep angle of the
rightward slanting line
slope and the low
in between an arête
hanging branches preand an overlap, effecvented me from gettively climbing the
ting close to the trunk
narrowing left wall of
to establish the
the arete. The climbanchors. I considered using the branches, but
ing itself was pleasurable and well protected. I
didn’t realise Limestone could provide so much they were not strong enough. I looked higher
up for a solution, but a wall of prickly gorse
friction. More interest was gained as the overbarred that as an option.
lap converged upon the arête forcing a series
After a few minutes thought, I decided to
of off balance moves to be acted out with an
move up and behind the tree and onto the
impressive drop to the right over the sea. At
coastal path above. The slope was still quite
the point where the overlap and arête met to
22
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Matt and May enjoying the sea
cliffe experience

steep and intermittent areas of vegetation
made the footing slippery. I was all too aware
that I was fifteen metres above my protection
and made an improvised running belay using a
small shrub. Whilst the shrub was not sufficient
to hold a massive leader fall, I was only a few
metres from safety so this didn’t concern me.
What did give cause for concern was the considerable increase of rope drag this would add
to the system. Without that runner, should
Matt or May fall whilst climbing the loose
rocks, they would experience a large pendulum
swing. The shrub runner was essential to
maintaining the safety of Matt and May when
their turn to climb came by keeping the rope
as directly above them as possible.
I stepped awkwardly into the tree, made a
couple of moves and I was nicely established
on the coastal path. I found one anchor,
declared myself safe and was looking for a second when my phone rang from inside my ruck-

sack. I ignored the phone; this was no time for
chitchat, there was important work to be
done.
As soon as my phone stopped ringing, it rang
again; a gesture of some grand urgency was
declared by the shortness of that interval
between calls. I removed my rucksack and
answered the call.
“Hi, Pete. Its Matt. I don’t mean to rush you
or sound impatient, but we were wondering
how things were going up there.”
“Sorry, erm, the route is great, but it has the
worst escape in the history of bad top outs.
Just setting the anchors now. Did you hear me
call safe?”
“Oh, erm….. off belay. Erm. Take your time,
we are in no rush and you have plenty of rope
left. I’ll get of the phone and let you concentrate, give me a bell when you are all set.”
“Cool, will do”.
The news about having plenty of rope left
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allowed me to look further afield for the elusive crack to fill with nuts or giant boulder to
sling. About fifteen metres along the coast
path and in near perfect position to protect
the climb was a car size boulder. I walked over
to it and looped my largest sling around its
girth. It was even equipped with a lip to prevent my sling from moving around. I smiled at
my finding and put to test Matt’s definition of
‘plenty of rope’.
I double checked the screwgates and
rechecked the equalisation, then called Matt on
speaker phone. “Climb when you are ready.”
It seemed strange to give the command by
telephone.
“Ok, May will come up first; she’s getting cold
down here... She is taking herself off the
anchors…Ok she’s climbing.”
May soon came into view at the top of the
loose section and made her way up looking
slightly concerned. She paused and gave my
shrub runner a questioning look before clipping Matt’s rope to it and eying the tree, then
myself with a similar questioning look.
“Sorry, the tree bit is not pleasant.” I said.
“Full of spiders too.”
She smiled and stepped into the tree making
it look much easier than I remembered it
being. Once safe on the coast path, she looked
at the length of rope running along the path to
the boulder and back and spontaneously burst
out laughing.
Matt soon arrived and the shrub runner got
another questioning look. Afterwards, whilst
enjoying a curry, he agreed that it was the best
option available and would have easily held a
second if required.
***
A fine Sunday morning dawned over Beara
farm campsite and soon after, Matt and May
arrived. It was my turn to drive, and I was
pleased the car was loaded and I was ready on
time for a change.
We drove onto Dartmoor to find the
24

Matt on workers wall.

Dewerstone. Its location eluded us at first, so
we called in on the nearby Sheeps Tor.
As my introduction to Granite, I opted to
warm up on Workers wall, an HS 4a that was
aesthetically pleasing. It gave pleasing climbing
too, although I had a wobble at half height. My
excuse; I was being distracted by an 11 year
old girl sobbing her heart out hanging from a
top rope level with me on the next route. She
was belayed by an obviously inexperienced
father who was giving plenty of encouragement; just a shame it couldn’t be heard over
the sound of the wind. I realised she desperately needed to get off the rock.
“Milly,” I said as warmly as I could. She
looked straight at me and the tears paused.
“Its ok, you are perfectly safe, take a good hold
of the knot, sit back and walk down, you’ll be
fine.” I continued.
She did just as I said and was soon on the
ground looking quite relieved. It only occurred
to me afterward that I could perhaps have got
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her up the rock just as easily as down. That
was perhaps the reason why her father failed
to thank me.
At once I was able to shrink my world back
down to the two square metre postage-stamp
that we all climb within. I saw my problem, I
needed to change feet. With this done, the
route submitted
Matt enjoyed a nice severe lead. He made it
look much easier to lead than I found it to
second. Then May; having been encouraged by
myself and much to the concern of Matt, made
an excellent and very safe lead of a VDiff; her
second trad lead ever!
I insisted on finding a cream tea for lunch. We
debated the correct order of jam and cream.
Matt is a follower of the Cream first law. May
and I are jam before cream. I wonder what
Sigmund Freud would make of our preferences…
Second time
around, we found The
Dewerstone. Matt
asked about a VDiff
warm up and pointed
one or two out in
the guide book. I was
unsure that we would
need a further warm
up and hungered for
something a little
more challenging.
A route name
caught my eye in
Matt’s book, “Central
Groove sounds familiar.”
“The classic of the
crag. A brilliant route and they don’t come
much better.” Matt read. “HS 4B, 4B.”
We both looked at each other with the
expressions of children at Christmas. Without
speaking, we agreed on our route.
We all stood at the foot of Central Groove

May on a
Traditional classic

looking up in silence. It was a most intimidating sight, and I came close to suggesting Matt’s
VDiff idea might be a better option. We were
looking at a very tall,
steep and dark open
corner with the first
stance just out of
sight. Swallowing huge
amounts of trepidation, I broached the
subject of who gets
which pitch.
After some thought,
Matt said. “If you have
no objections, I’ll take
the first pitch.”
I was relieved and
mortified at the same
moment. The first
pitch was big and
daunting, but you
could see it almost in its entirety; you knew
what you were getting yourself into before you
started. Pitch two was out of sight; an
unknown.
As Matt sorted his rack out, I detected an air
of nervousness in the group. At least a third of
Pete on
Workers Wall
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it was mine although I suspect more. I tried to
relieve the tension with some bad jokes (what
do you call and donkey with 3 legs….Wonkey).
For some still unknown reason, this did not
help.
Matt made excellent progress up the first
pitch. He repeatedly checked each gear placement like I have never seen him do before. I
realised this must feel every bit as bold as it
looks. Matt began to take plenty of rests and
shook out his arms regularly. From our position 15 metres below, we could clearly see
massive veins in Matt’s forearms struggling to
cope with the removal effort of Co2 and lactic
acid that was building up, but still he continued
in an impressively fine, controlled style.
With Matt’s belay set just out of our sight, he
brought up May. She took it in her stride and
never hesitated once and showed excellent
technique. Then it was my turn.
A broken wall led to an awkward mantle.
Excellent climbing followed on the very steep
left wall until the corner could be entered and
bridged. The bridging moves gave some rest to
my aching forearms, but bridging itself consumes large amount of energy as you need to
move all of your weight from foot to foot on
every move.
A roof soon forced me to commit totally to
the right hand wall; a move that felt bold as I
was leaving the security of the corner for the
exposure of the plumb vertical wall.
Once on the right hand wall, I became acutely aware of the most unusual holds that held
the key to climbing the rest of the pitch.
Imagine the rock face was at one time plastered in the Victorian style of thick plaster,
then painted black and left in disrepair for
many years until most of it has crumbled off
leaving a few, 1 inch wide daubs of plaster
stuck to the rock. I paused to consider
whether these ‘plaster’ lumps would hold my
weight. Once I was committed to them, they
gave the most amazing, secure climbing up and
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Matt in the Groove_ Central Groove

out right to an arête. From the arête, I saw
Matt and May standing in a shallow cave with a
huge drop beneath them.
I wasted little time in re-arranging my rack
and left the cave to the right where I was
relieved and disappointed to find myself on
scrambling ground. An early nut was placed,
purely to protect the belay should the unexpected happen. Other than that, I moved up
without protection for another ten metres
when I encountered the technical crux of the
route; an undercut cracked corner.
The method was obvious; layback. How I got
out from under the short roof first though was
going to be a problem.
I reached up and placed a size 1 nut; the lactic acid burned my left forearm and once the
wire-gate clicked shut, I gratefully descended
just one move to rest. The nut was well
placed, but I didn’t fancy its chances of saving
me if I fell from the top of the crack ten
metres higher. Once committed to the lay-
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ted myself to the layback and got away from
back, I would not be stopping for protection. I
the ‘bad’ foothold as soon as I could. I flew up
needed a back up for the nut. I moved up
once more and found a less strenuous position the crack and in no time at all, I was perched
on the top in the wonderful glow of adrenalin
to hold. I placed an offset about a foot above
the nut. Whilst it was perfect for a straight fall, and endorphin high. I wondered what all of
the fuss was about.
I was concerned that any outward pull would
May romped up to the layback crack, and
dislodge it, so I placed another nut at full reach
experimented with the entry move. “Ok, now
a foot higher again. Whilst it felt solid, I couldI see what the delay was all about. You nutter,
n’t see if it was placed correctly. I was now at
this is crazy.” She said.
risk having gear in my way. I descended to the
Cautiously, she committed to the crack and
ledge again for another rest.
began to make it
I felt some conall look easy;
fidence brewing, I
whooping in
knew I was ready
delight of the
to try again; I
route and the
needed to composition as she
mit to the move.
climbed.
I placed my finMatt arrived for
gers in the crack
his turn at the
and tried to
crux. Once again,
arrange my feet in
I saw the
the right place.
Technical Crux
The short roof
that had caused
gave me an
me some anguish
uncomfortably off
look easy
balance position
“I wouldn’t have
and I knew as
wanted to lead
soon as I committhis pitch.” Matt
ted to the move, I
said.
would swing like a
“That’s mutual, I
barn door in a
Finger tape_ scone_ jam and cream
wouldn’t have
gale. I moved my
wanted yours.” I replied. “What a route
right foot to a marginal smear I had experithough? The best climb in the history of truly
mented with earlier; it had felt slippery. I
fantastic climbs.”
placed the foot carefully making sure as much
We were all buzzing incandescently for
of the sole of my shoe was in contact with the
hours afterwards and went in search of fish
rock as possible. My eyes momentarily focus
and chips in Plymouth. That’s a whole chapter
beyond my foot. I had 50 metres of air
between my feet and the ground. I gulped and of its own, as was our third day of climbing,
but I have taken up enough of your time for
fought hard to ignore the exposure; its lure
now, so I will just say that we were to be
almost irresistible. With my attention
found running across Plymouth Hoe at 9PM
restored to the climbing, I weighted the foot,
back to the car without having our fish and
telling myself over and over it was secure. I
chips, which for some still unknown reason
could feel it moving microscopically on the
was hysterically funny.
rock, but I was balanced and instantly commitTake In! – The Peterborough Mountaineering Club Magazine
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Going for “The Craic”
in the Mountains of
Mourne...

Lin Marsh and Malcolm Flatt try out some Northern Irish rock
On Wednesday 24th June, a small (but select)
band of PMC members headed off for George
Best Airport in Belfast. This was a trip organised by Malcolm
Flatt, together
with our
Northern Island
contact Kev
Kilroy. We had
been trying to
drum up a bit of
interest but in the
end only five of us
went (including
Malc & Dan, his
son.)
Well, I’m here
to tell you what a
treat you all
missed! It was an
extremely cheap flight over, and as we
stayed in the Climbing Club cottage in
the midst of the Moutains of Mourne,
our accommodation was dirt cheap
too.
Kev & his girlfriend Emma, and friend
John Begley met us at the airport. We
had booked a car, and were soon on
our way through Belfast heading for the
Mournes. The cottage was in an idyllic setting,
(though perhaps in need of a bit of TLC.) Kev
explained that it was owned by the University,
who turned a deaf ear to all requests for
28

maintenance – which left a bit to be desired
in the plumbing department, but the sleeping
area was fine, as was the kitchen.
The same could not be said for the
cooking! Dan had bought an “economy” lasagne from the local supermarket, to feed himself, his dad, and Luke.
It took an age to cook, eventually
appearing on the table at about midnight and when flopped on the plate it
sort of collapsed, looking for all the
world like something the dog had
brought up. A previously starving Malc
couldn’t stomach it, and it
mysteriously
disappeared. On
the last day,
when we were
tidying up the
cottage, we
found this
revolting mess,
pressed
between two
plates, and
sprouting all
kinds of mould.
Yuk!
Anyway, despite the culinary disasters we all
settled down to pour over the photocopied
sheets of the various climbing areas in the
Mourne. Now those who know me will tell
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you that walking just isn’t my “thing”, and I
had been a bit concerned by what looked like
pretty long walk-ins. I was however reassured by Kev that they were mostly “roadside” crags; though I soon found out that in
Kev-speak “roadside” referred to any crag
within about 3 miles of a road!
The first day we went to the Analong Valley
area. The walk in actually took about an hour.
Gill & I teamed up to climb “FM” a four pitch,
three star V diff with spectacular views. The
climbing wasn’t hard, but did involve very long
run-outs, with sparse gear. It was a good job
that the granite was so grippy, as it would
have otherwise been a bit scarey! At one
point I was leading and had come within a
metre or two of the end of my 60 metre
rope. The only chance of a stance was still a
couple of yards above me. Gill and I were
completely out of earshot, so in desperation I
managed to lasso a boulder with my 16 foot
sling and drag myself up alongside it. Luckily it
was sound. The only problem with this climb
was that it did not seem to have a definite
ending – and just sort of eased until we

thought we might as well call it finished. The
walk down was a bit scrambly. Malc & John
Begley also did FM, but they did it “Alpine”
style, moving up roped together, which was
not only quicker, but meant they could stay
within hearing of each other, (which saved a
lot of unnecessary hanging around.)
In the afternoon we all went down to
Lower Cove, where Gill led a great Severe
called North Wall, and I did something called
New Decayed, which was interesting. John and
Malc did the same plus a VS called Half
Corner. Dan, Luke and Kev ticked off quite a
few routes most at HVS and E1. Dan & Luke
completed 5 routes including 2 E1s, and Meat
Grinder E2 5c, which Luke led.
Friday, and we all went to Spellack; Forest
View Buttress. The first thing that we noticed
was that all the routes appeared to be diagonal. Gill & I led a couple of severes, and I got
to lead Whitewalls, (described in the guide as
the “best Severe in the Mournes.”) It was too
– a very delicate slab with minimal gear, leading to a steep juggy wall. Lovely! Malc and
John did the same routes, plus a VS called
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Leeward.
Saturday we went to Hen Mountain, which
was in a stunning position, with great views
and grippy granite. We had a great day, leading,
top roping some harder stuff, and even soloing a short HS4C. Because it was the weekend we had also been joined by other members of Queens University Belfast
Mountaineering Club, which included some
very strong climbers.
Several completed a
couple of E1 solos
called 73 Main Street
and Summer End. Dan
and Luke knocked off
another 4 E grade
climbs, including
Asterix at E2 5C led
by Dan.
On the Sunday the
group split up, and
Malc, Dan, Luke & Nig
went to Fairhead.
Fairhead is extensive
sea cliff in the north,
many of the routes are
multi-pitch and in the
higher grades. Some off
them require a 100m
abseil rope to access. Its saving grace is that
usually the gear is pretty good. Malc, Dan, &
Luke did two routes from Bally Castle
Descent Gully East, both were two pitch
climbs of great quality. The first was Chieftain
at VS 4b. They then moved on to Hell’s
Kitchen at HVS 5a The weather was cool and
windy on the first route, but got warmer on
the second route which meant they were
sweating their way up a hard route in fleeces.
The rest of us went to Pigeon. The weather
wasn’t too good there either, damp & very
misty. Anyway I led a route called Class
Distinction, a 3 star severe, made a bit more
difficult as it was wet. I got to the crux, and
with an “Oh my God”. I managed to place my
30

trusty No 4 friend in a crack ready to protect
the hard move. When Gill climbed up to join
me, she informed me that though it had been
a stonking placement it wouldn’t have done
me much good as I had omitted to clip my
rope through the quickie. Still, I guess the psychological aid it gave helped. Kev & Emma led
a classic HS4C, which they seemed to enjoy.
We decided to give up & were heading for a
climbing wall, but guess
what, the sun came out
so we changed our
minds & went back to
“Hen”, where we had a
good time, soloing bits
& leading the odd
routes.
On Monday we
returned to Pigeon, and
Gill led a HS4B called
Falcon. Though I tried
for about 15 minutes, I
just couldn’t make the
crux move, and was
getting more & more
frustrated & upset, so I
backed off. GRRRRR! I
hate that! So, to try
and wipe that out, I led
my last route of the hols, a severe called
Faerie Flight. I took a big swing from near the
top, but luckily my No 0.5 friend held me.
Battered, but not beaten I finished the route.
Luke led the classic E1 on the crag Phantoms.
Malc and Dan seconded it. Malc seemed pretty pleased with himself. Dan then finished off
his trip by leading Yellow Brick Road. This gave
Dan and Luke total of 13 E grade climbs on
the trip.
We finished off with a nice meal in a pub by
the sea, and were driven to the airport, and
from there to England. Great trip (or Craic,
whatever that is.) You’ll have to ask Kev. We
all want to go again, so watch out for details
down at the wall.
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Blencathra Sunset

An introduction to the Lakelands, by Nick Livesey....
right became the big one in front, towering
He’d heard my many tales of the unique and
over our luxurious abode in Threlkeld.
romantic charm of Lakeland but Nobz is a
Blencathra is a compulsive object, an inderealist and required solid proof that I was not
pendent and muscular brute of a hill so after
just waffling in hyperbolic rapture again. An
a bellyful of Keswick’s finest chips and gravy
indication that I may actually be onto somewe concurred that an
thing came on the
expedition to take in
A66 as the Cumbrian
the sunset from its
Mountains burst into
top was the order of
view. His reaction is
the day.
not fit for those of
With no time to
genteel sensibilities
lose we parked up at
so I will offer my
Scales and hit the
take on his outburst,
narrow bracken
“Cripes man, those
fringed path greeting
yonder hills have fairwalkers on their way
ly tickled my wotsits.
Taking a break at Scales Tarn...Sharp Edge
down. I love going into
Jigger me with a jigger- looms above
the hills later in the day
ing stick”. I was pleased
and it is always a source of amusement when
that he was coming around to my way of
thinking and even more so at his eagerness to fellow walkers warn of the perils of nightfall
and ask as to my experience and often my
engage with “the big one on the right” at the
sanity. Of course they are talking nonsense
first given opportunity.
and often seem oblivious to the fact that the
It wasn’t long before the big one on the
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hours up to and including sunset are amongst
the finest on any mountain; a moonlit descent
is one of life’s sweetest pleasures. One invariably gets the hill to themselves and what’s
more they get to witness unrepeatable once
in a lifetime dramas painted on the ancient
stone, the lakes below and the very sky itself.
With the last of the stragglers long gone
we entered the valley of the Glenderamakin
River, a secluded retreat where the sights and
sounds of modern living are forgotten and
that blissful state of carefree gladness takes
hold of even the most world weary of curmudgeons. Life is good there. Nobz was
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thrilled and already I felt he had fallen under
the enchanting spell of Lakeland as I had all
those years ago.
At Scales Tarn we rested awhile beneath
the exposed rock arête of Sharp Edge, the
most slender ridge in Lakeland. I spoke of
other parts of the district and Nobz listened
intently, filing away names of places that one
day he hoped to visit…Wasdale, Langdale,
Buttermere and Borrowdale.
We surveyed the head wall of the corrie and
speculated on winter routes up its gaunt and
shattered face. We could have and wanted to
stay there all night but the westering sun had
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dipped below Scales Fell and if we were to
watch it slip into the Irish Sea we would have
to get a move on. Above and beyond, Sharp
Edge beckoned.
For his inaugural crossing I urged Nobz
to go forth rather than follow, to make the
ridge his very own and relish every step for
Sharp Edge is like the finest of loves…intense,
always too short and ultimately unreciprocated. One will take away precious memories
and yearn for more but the edge remains cold
and indifferent. Other suitors come and go,
the spurned live in exile. Savour the ridge and
cherish each moment, knowing that it doesn’t

last forever. Of course I voiced these sentiments to my good friend but my naïve romanticism made no impression on him. He was
preoccupied with the task of carefully balancing along the apex while a Wordsworthian
ghost whispered in my ear.
All too soon the edge was but a memory
and we scrambled up the polished slate of
Foule Crag before emerging on the
Blencathra’s summit ridge. The panorama had
suddenly grown and upon reaching Hall’s Fell
Top it would do so again. We perambulated
urgently on as it was nearing showtime; we
didn’t want to be late. Before long we
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reached the tumbledown cairn marking
the highest point of
the mountain and I
took great pleasure in
Nobz’s incredulity. “I
can’t believe my eyes.
Look at ‘that’ view; I’ve
never seen anything
like it in my life. It’s
amazing, awesome, just
gorgeous”.
We had arrived
just in time as our life
giver began its magic.
We were riding on Blencathra’s broad back
and as she slowly turned away from the sun
we were bathed in celestial brilliance until
only the dying embers of the day remained. I
gazed across the Solway Firth into Dumfries
and Galloway and wondered about all sorts of

Nick on Sharp Edge

things and wished a wish as would a child on
blowing out the candles. There was nothing
more to be done. It was time to go and meet
the gloaming head on. Tomorrow would bring
another day in the mountains, and for tomorrow we could hardly wait.

Nobz scrambling on Foule Crag with Sharp Edge below
PMC members sec and prolific Take In contributor Nick Livesey has taken his first steps towards
fulfilling an ambition to become a freelance outdoor writer.
The February issue of Trail Magazine features his article on The Aonach Eagach...be sure to get
your copy soon as he is currently buying them up at a rapid rate!
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C
M
P Dates for your diary
20, Feb 2010
February Hut Meet

17, Apr 2010
April Hut Meet

Leader: Meet leader required

Leader: Meet leader required

28, Feb 2010
Peterborough Climbing Wall bouldering
comp

15, May 2010
Novices Hut Meet
Leader: Meet leader required

19, Jun 2010
President’s Barbeque

5, Mar 2010
Scottish Winter – Cairngorms

Leader: Clive Osbourne
Tel: 01733 560303
president@peterboroughmc.co.uk

Leader: Nicholas Livesey
Tel: 07954 277665
newmembers@peterboroughmc.co.uk

20, Mar 2010
March Hut Meet
Leader: Meet leader Malcolm Flatt
malcolm.flatt@btinternet.com

Photo Gallery
Photo competition
Well done to Nigel Palmer,
who won the annual photo
competition held at 2009
Multi-Media Presentation
evening.

Above: an amusing Devon place name and (below)
an impromptu Gefnan barbecue – Pete Machin
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C Dates for your diary
M
P
Contact Events Co-ordinator:
Colin Edwards
Tel: 07968 235157
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk
For latest details see the brand new PMC
website

www.peterboroughmc.co.uk
*New web address*

See dates on page 35
Meet leaders required! Can you help?
We are looking for meet leaders to help host club events. It’s not hard and is a
good way to put something back into the club. If you are interested in helping out
contact:

Colin Edwards
Tel: 07968 235157
events@peterboroughmc.co.uk
For the latest events check out: www.peterboroughmc.co.uk
For details of events contact the meet leader or see the Climbing Wall notice
board nearer the date.
Note: Non-members are welcome and encouraged to join us at these events. It’s the best time to
meet us and find out what PMC is all about.
Lifts are normally arranged at the wall on the Tuesday evening before the event. Occasionally an
event may change. For confirmation on future events e-mail events@peterboroughmc.org.uk
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